
WORK SESSION AGENDA 
Casper City Council  
City Hall, Council Meeting Room 
Tuesday, July 26, 2022 at 4:30 p.m. 

Work Session Meeting Agenda Recommendation Beginning 
Time 

Allotted 
Time 

Recommendations = Information Only, Move Forward for Approval, Direction Requested 

1. Council Meeting Follow-up  4:30 5 min 

2. Ice Arena Expansion Update Direction Requested 4:35 30 min 

3. ARPA Fund Grant Applications Information Only 5:05 20 min 

4. North Platte River Park No. 2 Subdivision Direction Requested 5:25 20 min 

5. Cemetery Rules & Regulations Move Forward for 
Approval 5:45 30 min 

6. Agenda Review 6:15 20 min 

7. Legislative Review 6:35 20 min 

8. Council Around the Table 6:55 20 min 

 Approximate End Time: 7:15 

*Please silence cell phones during the meeting*
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292DesignGroup
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Intent
The intent of the study is to examine the existing ice arena within 
the context of Casper’s current and future needs and to outline 
a plan which allows the City to continue providing residents and 
surrounding communities with high-quality ice sport and event 
space opportunities. Casper’s ice arena is in high demand by it’s 
residents and surrounding communities. This study provides the 
framework for a future expansion for the current ice facility.
The Casper Ice Arena was studied with information gathered 
from stakeholder input, market and demographic analysis, 
operation impact, and future expansion concepts.

Process
The study process involved a series of tasks which were 
completed to better understand existing and future ice sport 
and event space needs. Each task provided a unique layer of 
information that contributed to development of concept options 
for a long-term approach to the City’s ice arena needs.

Market & Demographic Analysis
The primary goal of this study was to explore the community 
need and demand for expanding the indoor ice program at the 
Casper Ice Rink through market analysis, stakeholder meetings, 
and inventory of existing facilities in the region, and the 
operating pro-forma. 

The service area for a ice sports venue is larger than more 
conventional recreation facilities because the distance people 
are willing to travel to participate. It is not uncommon to have 
parents of figure skating or hockey players to travel up to an 
hour for practice and games. As a result, the potential service 
area for the proposed ice rink expansion encompasses a larger 
service area than extends beyond the City of Casper. Growth in 
the primary service area is increasing at a modest rate of about 
3% to a population of 61,345 people by 2024. The demographic 
profile of the community indicates that the age group 
distribution is similar to the national age group distribution with 
less than 1% difference between the primary service area and 
national levels. There is a lower concentration of under 18-24, 
45-54 and 65-74 age groups and higher concentration in the 0-5, 
5-17, 25-44, 55-64 and over 75 age groups than the national 
level. 

There are a large number of families with young children in 
the service area. The percentage of households with children 
represents 31.5% of households. The median age of service 
area is slightly younger than the national level (37.9 compared 
to 38.5 Nationally). Another factor is that the cost of housing in 
the primary service area is lower (11%) than the national level. 
However, the cost of housing must be balanced against the over 
household income levels. The median Household Income in the 
primary service area is $58,146. Age and household income are 
two determining factors that drive participation in sport and 
recreation activities. 

Stakeholder Input
A series of stakeholder meetings were conducted to gather 
input from potential user groups and partners regarding the 
ice rink expansion and determine the unmet need for ice and 
sport activities. A variety of needs were expressed during these 
stakeholder meetings. Through this process it was determined 
that an additional 19 hours of ice time weekly is needed to meet 
the needs of the ice user groups. This process also determined 
that there is no need for additional indoor sport space for soccer, 
baseball, basketball, or tennis. The list of stakeholder meetings 
included the following organizations:

• Casper Amateur Youth Hockey
• Casper Figure Skating Club
• Casper Event Center
• Casper Parks & Recreation
• Casper Ice Rink Staff
• NCSD Administration
• County Recreation
• Casper Curling Club
• Convention & Visitor’s Bureau
• St. Anthony School
• Casper Blades Soccer

Operational Analysis
An operation analysis was conducted to examine operational 
costs and revenues for the expansion project. The operating 
pro-forma developed represents a conservative approach to 
estimating expenses and revenues and was completed based 
on the best information available and a basic understanding of 
the current operation. Fees and charges utilized for this study 
were based on the current level with a slight increase to reflect 
anticipated fees in the future. 

The results of the operations analysis indicate that the expanded 
ice facility and the non-ice use will recover 71% of its operating 
costs through revenue. The operations analysis helps identify the 
financial impact of operating the proposed expansion. 

Expense/Revenue Comparison
Existing Budget Expansion Combined

Expense $511,936 $222,160 $734,096 

Revenue $344,700 $241,170 $585,870 

Cost Recovery 67% 109% 80%

Difference 
(City Subsidy)

($167,236) $19,010 ($148,226)
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Program Recommendation
Through the study process, it is recommended to add a 2nd 
sheet of ice, plus support facilities. Refer to Concept plans for 
more information.

Conclusion
Without question, the proposed ice rink expansion has enough 
demand from existing groups to fill 36% of prime-time rental 
space on the additional sheet of ice. It must be remembered that 
having more ice availability will help the ice sport organizations 
grow over time. The operational benefit from a second sheet 
of ice is significant in that overall expenses are estimated to 
increase and there is a potential that revenues could increase 
100% over time. The City of Casper can expect the second sheet 
of ice will generate enough revenue to decrease the amount 
of annual general fund support of the ice rink budget small 
operating surplus. In addition, having a second sheet of ice will 
enable the sport organizations to host hockey tournaments, 
figure skating competitions and curling bonspiels in the future, 
which will contribute economic impact to the city by attracting 
participants and visitors. A second sheet of ice also provides the 
opportunity to expand the adult hockey program. It should be 
noted that the largest number of registered hockey players in 
Wyoming are in the 19 and over age group. 

Along with the growth in programming, a second sheet of ice 
also provides the opportunity to expand economic impact by 
hosting larger and more frequent hockey tournaments and ice 
related events. Adding more youth hockey tournaments per 
season, along with a curling bonspiel will not only mean more 
ice rental income but these events will attract more visitors to 
Casper and contribute to the economic health of the community. 
The economic benefits from these events will be seen through 
both primary and secondary impacts. Primary economic impact 
is defined in two ways; first the impact of purchasing goods and 
services, paying employee salaries and contract services, and 
second, special events that create tourism dollars generated 
from activities and events hosted in Casper. Tourism dollars are 
generated from visitors purchasing meals at restaurants, lodging, 
transportation, entertainment, and gifts.

Secondary economic impact is defined as spin off impacts, which 
include taxes paid by employees, school district benefits, sales 
and use tax generated, employee purchasing of local goods 
and services and tourism roll-over impact. Tourism roll-over is a 
direct result from raw tourism dollars that flow into a community 
and in turn are used to purchase more goods and services along 
with paying staff. The tourism industry reports that the raw 
tourism dollars will roll-over within a community between 5-7 
times. 

A second sheet of ice will improve recreation and ice sport 
opportunities. The proposed ice rink expansion fills the 
immediate service gaps for a variety hockey, figure skating, 
curling and recreation activities while provide growth 
opportunities in the future. The proposed expansion will become 
a source of community pride and will create a community 
gathering space. The center will also help expand and recognize 
the facility as a contributor to the economic health of the 
community. It is noteworthy that the tourism trade generated by 
ice sports occurs over the winter months when tourism trade is 
at its lowest in the City. 

Project Budget Development
292 Design Group and RJM Construction developed project 
budgets for two ice arena addition concepts. The budgets 
outlined in this report are based on construction of similar 
projects that the RJM and 292 team has completed.

The outlined costs are intended to be comprehensive project 
budgets; they include the cost of construction but also the 
various, additional costs required to construct the concept 
improvements. Those additional costs include items such as the 
following:
• Architect & engineer fees
• Soil borings, surveys, and construction testing
• Permits and SAC/WAC charges
• Furnishings, fixtures, and equipment
The project budgets also includes a contingency to 
accommodate unknown factors and potential design or project 
changes between the issuance of the report and the time of 
construction.

The costs listed in this report apply to projects constructed from 
mid 2021 to mid 2022. Projects that extend beyond that time 
frame would need re-evaluation of costs to address inflation 
factors that would affect the projected project budget.

The project budgets provide the city with sufficient cost 
information to undertake the improvements included in the 
report.
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Casper Concept 2 - Final Concept
This concept includes:

• NHL sized ice rink (85’ x 200’)

• 4 team rooms

• Restroom facilities

• Dedicated entrance to the existing ice arena

• Connection to the new refrigeration room (currently under 
construction)

• Seating for 400 spectators

• Alternatives to add a junior team facility and a dryland training 
center

Project Budget
Construction Costs $10,453,609

Soft Costs $1,116,753

Contingency $0

Project Budget $11,570,362*

*Budget is for base facility, refer to detailed cost estimate in 
report for five add-alternates for project upgrades and additional 
program space.
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Overview & Service Areas
The following is a summary of the demographic characteristics 
within Casper (Primary Service Area) and an area identified as 
the Secondary Service Area. The Secondary Service Area is an 
area extending to the Kaycee on the north, Lusk on the east, 
Rawlins on the south and Shoshoni on the west.    

B*K accesses demographic information from Environmental 
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) who utilizes 2010 Census 
data and their demographers for 2019-2024 projections. In 
addition to demographics, ESRI also provides data on housings, 
recreation, and entertainment spending and adult participation 
in activities. B*K also uses information produced by the 
National Sporting Goods Association (NSGA) to overlay onto 
the demographic profile to determine potential participation in 
various activities.  

Service Areas
The information provided includes the basic demographics and 
data for Casper and the Secondary Service Area as well as the 
State of Wyoming and the United States.  

Primary Service Areas are defined as the distance people will 
travel on a regular basis (a minimum of once a week) to utilize 
recreation facilities. Use by individuals outside of this area will 
be much more limited and will focus more on special activities or 
events.  

Service areas can flex or contract based upon a facility’s 
proximity to major thoroughfares. Other factors impacting 
the use as it relates to driving distance are the presence of 
alternative service providers in the service area. Alternative 
service providers can influence participation, membership, daily 
admissions and the associated penetration rates for programs 
and services.

Service areas can vary in size with the types of components in 
the facility.

Primary Service Area

Secondary Service Area

Income
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Demographic Key Findings
The following summarizes the demographic characteristics of the 
service area. 

Population
The population level of 59,589 people within the Primary Service 
Area is large enough to support an ice rink operation when 
overlaying NSGA participation statistics on to the demographic 
profile of the community.

The population in the primary service area is projected to grow 
at a steady level of 2.9% over the next five years to a population 
level of 61,345.

Age Groups
There is a higher percent of 0-5, 5-17, and 25-44 age groups 
in the primary service area than the national age group 
distribution. This suggests a strong presence of children and 
families in the primary service area. The percent of households 
with children in the primary service area is 31.6% compared to 
the national level of 33.4%. Age is one determining factor that 
drives participation in recreation and sport activities. 

Although there is strong presence of family in the Primary 
Service Area, it should be noted that the 5-17 and 25-44 age 
groups are estimated to grow at or above the national level. The 
0-5 age group will see growth but the percent of increase is less 
than the national level. 

The median age of Primary Service is slightly younger (.6 years) 
than the National number.

Household Income
The median household income of $58,146 within the primary 
service area is slightly lower (3.9%) than the national level. 
Comparatively, the percent of households within income 
over $50,000 is 58.7% compared to a national level of 59%. 
Household income is another one of the primary determining 
factors that drives participation recreation and sports.

Spending Potential
The Spending Potential Index for housing in the primary service 
are is 11% lower than the national level. 

2 . 9 %

More in C asper

 lo er in asper

H igher in C asper

 lo er in asper
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Participation Numbers
In addition to analyzing  the demographic realities of the service 
areas, it is possible to project possible participation in recreation 
and sport activities, including ice sports.

On an annual basis, the National Sporting Goods Association 
(NSGA) conducts an in-depth study and survey of how Americans 
spend their leisure time. This information provides the data 
necessary to overlay rate of participation onto the Primary and 
Secondary Service Area to determine market potential. The 
information contained in this section of the report, utilizes the 
NSGA’s most recent survey. For that data was collected in 2018 
and the report was issued in June of 2019.

Ballard*King takes the national average and combines that with 
participation percentages of the Primary and Secondary Service 
Area based upon age distribution, median income, region, and 
National number. Those four percentages are then averaged 
together to create a unique participation percentage for the 
service area. This participation percentage when applied to the 
population of the Primary and Secondary Service Area then 
provides an idea of the market potential for ice sports.

Map A- Participation in Ice Skating
11
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Age: Participation based on individuals ages 7 & Up of the Primary Service Area
Income: Participation based on the 2019 estimated median household income in the Primary Service Area
Region: Participation based on regional statistics (Mountain).
National: Participation based on national statistics
Average: Average of the four columns

Table A-Participation Rates in the Primary Service Area

Age: Participation based on individuals ages 7 & Up of the Primary Service Area
Income: Participation based on the 2019 estimated median household income in the Primary Service Area
Region: Participation based on regional statistics (Mountain).
National: Participation based on national statistics
Average: Average of the four columns
Note:  “Did Not Participate” refers to all 57 activities tracked by the NSGA.

Table B - Participation Rates in the Secondary Service Area
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Note: These figures do not necessarily translate into attendance figures for various activities or programs. The “Did Not Participate” statistics refers to all 57 activities 
outlined in the NSGA 2018 Survey Instrument.

Table C-Participation Rates in the Primary Service Area

Anticipated Participation Number: Utilizing the average percentage from Table A and B, plus the 2010 census information and census 
estimates for 2019 and 2024 (over age 7) the following comparisons are available.

Note: These figures do not necessarily translate into attendance figures for various activities or programs. The “Did Not Participate” statistics refers to all 57 activities 
outlined in the NSGA 2018 Survey Instrument.

Table D- Participation Growth or Decline for Indoor Activities in Secondary Service Area
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In the chart above, one can look at hockey and ice skating, and how it is defined with respect to visits being Frequent, Occasional, or 
Infrequent.

Table E- Participation Frequency

Anticipated Annual Skating Days: Using frequency information from the NSGA, Ballard*King can drill down further to determine the 
number of visits that would be generated from the population of ice skaters.

B*K takes the percentage of frequency and applies that to the 2019 Hockey and Ice/Figure Skating Participation in Table F. That 
number is then multiplied by the frequency to get a total number of Frequent, Occasional, or Infrequent visits. Those visits are then 
added to get a total number of visits.

Table F- Participation Numbers in the Primary Service Area

B*K takes the percentage of frequency and applies that to the 2019 Hockey and Ice/Figure Skating Participation in Table G. That 
number is then multiplied by the frequency to get a total number of Frequent, Occasional, or Infrequent visits. Those visits are then 
added to get a total number of visits.

Table G- Participation Numbers in the Secondary Service Area
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USA Hockey Registration information was gathered to analyze 
hockey participation in Wyoming over the past six seasons. 
Overall, growth in hockey registration has grown by 176 players 
over the past 6 years. Analysis shows that adult hockey is 
declining while there is modest growth in the 12U, 10U, 8U, and 
under 6 age groups. A closer analysis shows that registration in 
the 10U, 8U, and 6U groups have been decreasing over the past 
three years. This is a concern because a vibrant hockey program 
is often determined by the size of the pyramid base. A larger 
base usually equated to a stronger hockey participation in the 
older age groups.
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Participation by Ethnicity & Race: The table below compares the overall rate of participation nationally with the rate for Hispanics and 
African Americans. Utilizing information provided by the National Sporting Goods Association’s 2018 survey, the following comparisons 
are possible. Numbers in green represent a higher percentage of participation than the national level and the red shade represents 
activities with lower participation percentages than the national level.

Secondary Service Part: The unique participation percentage developed for the Primary Service Area
National Rate:  The national percentage of individuals who participate in the given activity
African American Rate: The percentage of African Americans who participate in the given activity
Hispanic Rate:  The percentage of Hispanics who participate in the given activity

Table H- Comparison of National, African American & Hispanic Participation Rates

Table I- Comparison of National, African American and Hispanic Participation Rates
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Cross Participation: The table below identifies sports or activities that participates in Hockey (ice) and Ice/Figure Skating also 
participate in. For organizations that want to maximize revenue generation this information becomes important as it informs other 
types of activities they may want to consider offering.

Table J- Cross Participation for Hockey

% Participation in:  % of hockey players that also participated in this activity
Total US Participation:  % of the US population that participated in this activity
Index:    An index of 100 represents the average as compared to the total US population

Table K- Cross Participation for Ice/Figure Skating
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National Summary of Sports Participation: The following chart summarizes participation for indoor activities utilizing information from 
the 2018 National Sporting Goods Association survey.

Table L- Sports Participation Summary

Nat’l Rank:  Popularity of sport based on national survey 
Nat’l Participation: Population that participates in this sport on national survey

18
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National Participation by Age Group: Within the NSGA survey, participation is broken down by age groups. As such, B*K can identify the 
top 3 age groups participating in the activities reflected in this report.

Table M- Participation by Age Group

Largest:  Age group with the highest rate of participation
Second Largest: Age group with the second highest rate of participation
Third Largest: Age group with the third highest rate of participation

19
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National Sports Participation Trends: Below are listed several sports activities and the percentage of growth or decline that each has 
experienced nationally over the last ten years (2009-2018).

Table N- National Activity Trend (in millions)

2018 Participation:   The number of participants per year in the activity (in millions) in the United States
2019 Participation:  The number of participants per year in the activity (in millions) in the United States
Percent Change:  The percent change in the level of participation from 2009 to 2018

20
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Stakeholder Meetings
A series of stakeholder meeting were conducted by the 
consulting team on Jan 28 and 29 to gain a better understanding 
of programming needs and to determine any programming 
or rental gaps currently not being met. A summary of the 
stakeholder meetings is listed below. 

Casper Amateur Hockey Club
• 200 players (4-18 boys and 19 for girls) in the club. High water 

mark for registration was having two in-house teams at each 
level plus a travel team. Estimated 40-50 in each age group. 
Numbers have been declining over the past few years.  There 
is also one USA registered co-ed team.

• The club is paying $137.50/hr for ice time and rents 21 hours 
of ice time. Teams play a 20-game season with the 10 league 
members. Season runs over a 25-week season (mid Sept-early 
March)

• Total ice rental about $90,000 per year.
• Club has hosted tournament at every age level in the past – 

trying to rebuild the tournaments back up.
• Mile High mites has helped to pick up about 6-7 new players
• Membership fees are $200 for first year registration regardless 

of age. Fees are based on $5/practice per player. Ranges goes 
up to $500 registration fee for high school plus travel fees and 
league fees (4 practices per week). 

• Believe there is room to pay more and sees fundraising as a 
way to help pay – would like to see the ability to sell more 
dasher advertising.

• Looking at a build it they will come concept. Interested in 
understanding if a second ice sheet is added what is the 
economic impact for the city. Some of the ice slots start at 
4:15pm

• Player Development camps and State Championships are held 
in Casper because of the central location. 

• The club mentioned the possibility of the Jr A club returning to 
Casper.

• The Club reports that three players are dropping bantams 
because of late night practice.

• Comfortable with increasing one hour per week plus bringing 
back hosting one tournament per age group. Fee to players 
will increase $125 per player. Club is unsure of potential fallout 
from increased fees. 

• The Cut Throats are skating in Douglas and have a 10,12, 14 
and 16 travel teams. In house teams are growing in other 
regions. Billings, Laramie and Rock Springs

• Issue with dasher ad space and restriction for the Club to 
generate revenue.   

• Club believes that the City Subsidy was greater when the Jr A 
club was in Casper. Also, the Juniors and Youth Hockey were 
at odds, Junior was not USA sanctioned. They believe if a 
new Juniors team was sanctioned they could do more cross 
promotion.

• The club is interested in having an off-ice training facility. No 
off-ice programming provided.

Casper FS Club
• The club has 40-60 club members per season and maybe 

another 10 non-members that use the ice. Club rents ice on 
Sundays for 3 hours and 15 minutes per session and they have 
10 adults in the program.

• City provides 11 hours of FS time per week. Fees range from 
$30/month to $50 for 6 punches. The coach is required to 
pay $212 for 6 months plus 10% of privates lesson revenue. 
There are two private coaches that serve the club and 3 other 
coaches in the club and 1 non-affiliated coach with the club.

• The City runs the LTS programs and the numbers for the club 
were higher when the FSC ran the LTS program. The City runs 
the program by age instead of skill level. Classes on held on 
Mondays at 5:20 and 11am on Saturday.

• Instructor can teach on public skating sessions but the rink 
does not cone off an area. 

• No Synchro team – the coach is out on maternity leave and 
she is the only certifies coach. The club hosts one competition 
annually with 60-90 competitors. Participation in skating peaks 
around the Olympic years.

• The club also offers a test session annually and they pay $137 
per hour.

• Free style time occur on Wed 4:30 or 3:45 but is very difficult 
for parents. Coaches do not attend Friday practices. Also 5:30-
7am morning sessions (Mon-Thur mornings). Second sheet of 
ice would eliminate early morning ice or create a low/high skill 
session. The club/figure skating interest could go from 11 to 15 
hours of ice weekly.

• Waiting list for private instruction and there does not appear 
that the fee elasticity capacity is an issue. An ice show is held 
at Christmas and the show practices starts in October. Black 
drapes and curtains brought in. The Skating club is not allowed 
to advertise with dasher boards and feels a certain amount of 
disconnect with the City.

• What’s missing? No dedicated figure skating room,  coaches 
room, no storage available at the rink so they rent storage 
space. Better speakers are desired, but the system works. 
Headset communication system works good.

• Believe it would be better if everyone worked together, 
hockey, figure skating, and the City. They feel that there is a 
disconnect.
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CEC – Events Center
• Private donor provided the City with $1M that was matched 

by the City to add the equipment for ice at the event center.  
Last used the ice plant in 2015 and CEC is getting out of the ice 
business because it is not feasibility.

• A second sheet of ice could have the potential to have 
convention/trade shows to supplement the CEC. CEC has 
32,900 SF floor space and a seating capacity of  2,280 to 8,000 
spectators depending on the event

• Possibility of creating competitions with fair grounds, CEC and 
ice rink for event rentals. Rental rates for CEC are $3,000 per 
event day and $1,500 load in and out day plus staff cost for 
stage hands, security, ushers etc. which adds another $5,000 
to an event depending on the event. Meeting room fee is $800 
for full space or $200 per room. Fair grounds does not provide 
any staffing for their rental space.

• Events center operated by RGM. Events could be added if 
the City had more inventory. However, CEC is under-utilized 
in June-August and they focus on car shows and wedding 
receptions. Also host College Rodeo Finals. Who will be 
providing the support equipment? Second rink will have a 
marginal opportunity for events.

• Hosting a banquet for 800 people this weekend. Chile cook-
off attracts 1,000’s of people annually. Adult Prom, State 
wrestling, State Basketball, State Billiards (5 days), Comicon, 
Home/Garden show, Regional wrestling events, NRA fund 
raiser, State Volleyball, state craft show events.

• David Street Station has a season outdoor skating rink. Also 
competes with the CEC with summer events, movies on the 
lawn and small concerts events. Events are free of charge 
except ice skating.  

Parks and Recreation Administration
• The City is subsidizing the rink about $300,000 annually plus 

capital of $75,000 (average). There is a limit to how much 
subsidy the City can handle annually, That ceiling could be 
another $100,000 in support.

• City’s sources of revenue come from sales tax (80%) and 
property tax (20%)

• CEC center costs $8,000 per day to operate and the City is 
trying to determine if the rink breaks even during the summer 
months. 

• Multiple outdoor sports facility on old Amoco property. 
Amoco is part of a joint power’s groups doing a study. The 
project potentially is a $15-20M project and has a significant 
reclamation fund. Looking at $4-5M to build an outdoor sports 
complex.

Ice Rink Management
• Discussed the merits of a 300X200 foot expansion designed to 

attract more program revenue in the summer months.
• Overall the recreation/sports opportunities are lacking in the 

area. 
• Thinking about Tennis, Basketball, Pickleball but not sure how 

these activities will do indoor in the summer. Not sure what 
the interest is lacrosse. Program is untapped but area lacks 
coaching and someone to champion the cause.

• Discussed the potential for a studio rink for the U8 hockey 
program, learn-to-skate, public skating and adult 3v3 hockey 
programs 

• Could be overflow for the CEC

Leadership Group 
• Indoor soccer, Football and Rugby/LAX lacking in the 

community. The mud season creates problems for spring 
sports. 

• Potential for shift leagues – police, hospital, fire, refinery
• Crush has an indoor facility with batting cages but soccer has 

no place to go. The High School has outdoor turf field.
• Craft events in rec center could move to the ice surface during 

the summer and there is potential for wedding reception
• Public feels burned by the ice at CEC and has left a bad 

impressive for the ice rink.
• Pool costs $450/person for membership – Rec Center is $90 

per person. Classes are pay separately with a membership 
discount.

• No need for a police sub-station

NCSD 
• Ice at event center left a bad taste. The school district just 

completed some upgrades including a 200-meter track. 
• Very few groups get turned away. Soccer use has expanded 

over the past couple years and there is a large volleyball 
contingent using gym space.

• Feels an auditorium space is missing in the community.
• Girl’s softball is being added to high school sports curriculum 

and expect to see more club team participation in the future. 
Crush will be able to handle some of the softball interest. Girls 
softball will be a spring season.

• Robotics uses the CEC for tournaments and the Community 
Activity Center supplements School District sports needs. 
Student enrollment peaked six years ago – mostly in the 
elementary schools. District has 13,000 student

• The school district charges $30/hour for gym time. $5/kid per 
month for competitive teams. Auditorium runs $130/hr for a 
performance with a seating capacity of 800.

• Dance clubs/Drum line opportunity but they are restricted by 
capacity to pay fees. 

• LAX is in Cheyenne and Laramie but not migrating north
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County Recreation 
• Commissioners are re-designing their market position 

and where they need to go in the future – especially with 
collaborative opportunities. Lake and mountain opportunities 
for outdoor recreation that supplement visitors coming to 
Casper.

• Funding sources are Lake fund (camping fees) and Mountain 
fund (nordic trails). County is supporting the operations

• Multi-interest from pickleball for indoor space because people 
don’t like playing in the wind. Pickleball is under-served in the 
community.

• County has an archery range, biathlon center and shooting 
range that are operated on county property. Trap shooting is 
growing – potential for indoor laser shooting range?

• Downtown authority owns and operated David Street to help 
promote downtown businesses

• County will be trying to establish a county park and open 
space system and see more potential collaboration with the 
City in the future

• Have not heard specific need for more ice time. 

Curling 
• Curling participants have concerns with the quality of ice. 

The center sheet is the best and the two outside rinks pull 
significantly.

• Having a consistent time is an issue for the club. They rent 
Sundays from 8-10pm and are going to try a learn to curl 
session on Saturday nights and potential to run a spring 
season. 

• Hard to keep interest up when the ice condition is bad. Curling 
has 8 players (two teams). Club had 90 people when they first 
started but the inconsistent times eroded interest.

• Charge $137/per for ice time plus $50 for cross cut. The club 
charges $600 per team/season (8-week season).

• Level ice and better availability is needed to build numbers. 
Ideally would like a 3-hour session on Wednesday/Sunday 
night times long term. This would handle 6 teams. The club 
would like to have alcohol but not a big issue. Having a 3-hour 
block allows more time for ice prep. 

• Open times for “learn to curl” is offered as part of the high 
school curriculum. Club has had difficult time transitioning 
high school students to the club. 

• Willing to explore changing the season for curling. Maybe an 
Aug-Oct and Feb-April season.

• Recommend using ice level equipment on the Zamboni
• Potential to bring in a Bonspiel. Arena Nationals are held in 

Gillette in April that attracts 20 men’s teams and 15 women’s 
teams. Entry fee is $450 per team. Club could run a couple 
events per year. 

CVB 
• CVB/sports commission are tied together and focused on 

sports tourism. Work closely with CEC.
• Event planners mention limitation on ice time for events, for 

example the Casper figure club and Casper Open volleyball 
tournament

• More capacity for hosting/bidding events in the future would 
be beneficial – no specific events at this point. Meeting 
planners like being at one venue when possible.

• CVB includes the ice rink as part of the FAM tours. No reaction 
to ice but the CVB will help in developing the RFP material 
to help the bidding process. Recently helped the CEC with a 
wrestling events that signed a multi-year agreement.  Many 
events are looking at what kind of guarantee commitment is 
offered, usually in the form of in-kind service and support.

• Hotels are willing to provide a rebate – usually $5/room night 
to help off-set transportation cost.

• Wedding/event venue to hold 200-250 people is lacking in the 
community but there are two venues for events. (Hanger and 
Hogadon Lodge)

• Facility needs to have adequate AV system/equipment for 
hosting banquets.

St Anthony School
• Catholic School Pre K-8th with 250 kids enrolled
• St Anthony has a hockey team for 5-8th grade rec team/Jr High 

team. Most of the efforts is development but they are trying to 
create a house league. Play a few games each season. Kids get 
out of school early for practice and they are practicing twice 
per week.

• Possibility of an ice hockey section of PE – potential for LTS and 
Curling for lifetime sports.

• Looking for place for golf team to practice in the spring during 
cold, windy weather.

• Looking to form a soccer team – boys and girls season runs 
concurrently

• Potential to use facility for fund raisers for community groups – 
alternative to the CEC.

• Gaps – scheduling of ice time and indoor mud season 
activities. No place to take your son to go to the batting cages.

• The School fields numerous requests for gym space and 
charges $50/session.

• Rents ice at $137/hour and split the costs back to the kids. 
Each player is playing about $150 per season.

• Potential for a City run recreation soccer program for 4-5th 
graders. Typically have two weeks of practice and six weeks of 
games. Also potential for expanding adult hockey.
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Blades Soccer 
• Blades offer a recreation, competitive and adult soccer with 

1,100 members. Program holds both a fall and spring rec 
season with 500 kids. Adults play in summer with 250 players 
and play futsal at YMCA with about 75 players. Competitive 
program has about 250 players.

• Currently training at the YMCA and some ODP programming 
in U of W. The program is trending up – especially with the 
YMCA (4 nights per week) at $30/hr. School facilities charge 
$50 per hour with some discount for volume buying. Currently 
using 3 school 3 nights per week. Rec fees are $98 per player, 
competitive teams pay $350 and adults pay $98

• Outdoor season starts April 1st and interest for indoor space 
might be 4-5 weeks.

• The program doesn’t use school outdoor field except for some 
summer use.

• Numbers have been steady over the past couple of seasons
• Interest in summer soccer is marginal at best. Perhaps a 3v3 

tournament or indoor soccer tournament in April. Skill training 
for March. City charges $50/per hour for the gym. The Blades 
do not see an interest or need to use a second sheet of ice 
space in the summer. 

• Legion baseball is also using the old gym space at the YMCA
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Program Recommendations
Currently the use of prime-time ice on the existing sheet of 
ice is about 90% and there are about 50 hours of prime-time 
ice available on the second sheet of ice on a weekly basis. 
The combined interest for additional ice time beyond what 
the groups currently receive is 18 hours per week (hockey 
club (11 hours), figure skating program (4 hours) and curling 
club (3 hours)). This represents about 36% of the available 
prime-time ice on the additional sheet of ice. Although this 
percentage of use may appear low it must be remembered that 
there is a strong possibility that all these programs will grow in 
membership/participation and will require more ice time than 
what has been quantified at this point. 

In additional sheet of ice will provide the opportunity to 
expand the youth hockey tournament schedule. Adding 2-3 
additional youth hockey tournaments per season along with 
a curling bonspiel will not mean more ice rental income but 
these events will attract more visitors to Casper and contribute 
to the economic health of the community. A second sheet of 
ice could also provide the opportunity to expand the adult 
hockey program. It should be noted that the largest number of 
registered hockey players in Wyoming are in the 19 and over age 
group.

Creating a dedicated dryland training space for ice sports is 
highly recommended,

Demand for non-ice sport activities that could take place on a 
17,500 SF surface is limited at best. According to NCSD Officials 
interest in lacrosse has not migrated north from Cheyenne and 
Laramie area and they have not heard of any interest in lacrosse 
within the community. The soccer club off-season needs are 
being met between the old YMCA gymnasium space and school 
use.  

The Casper Event Center draws the most interest in events, but 
the summer months are the slowest time for attracting large 
events to Casper. It seems the greatest potential for non-ice 
activities could lie with wedding bookings and other smaller 
rental shows. The floor of the ice surface could be transformed 
into an affordable, large space to accommodate wedding 
receptions.  

Operating cost for the second sheet of ice are estimated to 
increase about 40% over the cost of running the existing rink. 
Preliminary estimates suggest that the second sheet will require 
an additional $100,000 or more in general fund support initially 
from the City of Casper. This level of additional support could be 
reduced over time as the ice programs grow, participation rates 
in youth hockey increase, participation in adult hockey grows, 
figure skating participation increases, curling club grows, and 
non-ice rentals and events are developed. Another method to 
reduce cost would be to limit the additional ice surface to an 
outdoor, open air facility. An outdoor ice option is problematic 
for several reasons including inconsistent weather conditions 
that ultimately impact the ice surface, exposure to the impact 
of wind and dust, limitations for generating revenue, spectator 
seating, sun impact and snow removal. For these reason an 
outdoor sheet of ice is not recommended. 

The market conditions and demand for additional ice time are 
favorable for adding a second sheet of ice. However, this will 
require a strategic and determined effort by the Oiler’s Hockey 
Club to increase both youth and adult hockey participation, 
expand youth hockey and adult hockey tournaments, and for the 
City of Casper to market, promote and aggressively sell rental 
space during the non-ice season. 

Future Client Discussion Items
•Combine efforts with Douglas Youth Hockey to create a
recreation level in-house hockey league to supplement the travel
hockey programs.

•Move public skating and learn-to-skate to David Street Station
to free up an additional ice time weekly that could be used to
expand ice time for youth hockey.

•The key question to be asked is how long and how much
general fund support is the City willing to provide while the ice
programs nurture and grow.

•Develop a model to determine actual costs for summer ice.

•Remove duplication of youth hockey programs and remove
competition for ice time.

•Assess the concession operation – pricing model and ROI.
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Tom Betti
292 Design Group
3533 E Lake Street
Minneapolis, MN 55406

Re: Casper Ice Arena

Dear Tom,

Total Project Estimate: $11,570,362

ALTERNATES:
No. 1: Thin brick veneer at exterior precast. Add $651,000
No. 2: Junior team facilites. Add $1,615,990
No. 3: Dryland training above junior team facilities. Add $981,408
No. 4: Thin brick at junior team facilities. Add $96,814
No. 5: Thin brick at dryland training area. Add $96,814

CLARIFICATIONS:
No. 1:

Sincerely,

Justin Johnson
Director of Preconstruction

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this estimate.  Our team is experienced and competent in your market; 
this applied knowledge will assist the team in obtaining the best possible project value.  Please feel free to contact 
RJM if you have any questions or need additional information.

February 9, 2022

RJM Construction is pleased to present an estimate for the Casper Ice Arena project located in Casper, Wyoming.  
Together with 292 Design,  we can work as a team to deliver the project goals of cost, schedule and quality.  Our 
estimate is based upon drawings dated April 28th, 2020. 

RJM has assumed utilizing an existing set of dasher boards.
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ESTIMATE DATE:
PROJECT:
ARCHITECT:
DRAWING DATE:

System $/System Base $/gsf
DESCRIPTION Qty Unit SF Estimate 33,618
Construction Costs
Footings and Foundations 33,618 SF $11.00 $369,798 $11.00
Structure 33,618 SF $32.00 $1,075,776 $32.00
Enclosure 27,225 SF $32.00 $871,200 $25.91
Roofing 33,618 SF $22.00 $739,596 $22.00
Interiors 33,618 SF $14.00 $470,652 $14.00
Recycled Plastic Bleacher System 1 LS $50,000.00 $50,000 $1.49
Conveying Systems 0 ST $0.00 $0 $0.00
Ice Rink System and Dasher Boards 1 LS $1,215,000.00 $1,215,000 $36.14
Fire Protection 33,618 SF $2.75 $92,450 $2.75
Plumbing 33,618 SF $12.00 $403,416 $12.00
HVAC 33,618 SF $22.00 $739,596 $22.00
Electrical 33,618 SF $20.00 $672,360 $20.00
Demolition/Building Tie-In 1 LS $100,000.00 $100,000 $2.97
Parking Stalls 40 ST $3,500.00 $140,000 $4.16
Soil Correction/Earthwork/Utilities 1 LS $1,000,000.00 $1,000,000 $29.75
General Conditions 10 MO $57,816.15 $578,162 $17.20
General Liability Insurance 1 LS $93,973 $2.80
Builders Risk Insurance 1 LS $23,920 $0.71
Building Permit 1 LS $95,483 $2.84
Sub Contractor Bonding 1 LS $68,525 $2.04
Subtotal Construction Costs $8,824,906 $262.51
Escalation 5.00% $441,245 $13.13
Design Contingency 4.00% $370,646 $11.03
Construction Contingency 5.00% $463,308 $13.78
Contractor's Fee 3.50% $353,504 $10.52

Total Construction Estimate $10,453,609 $310.95

October 8, 2020

February 9, 2022
Casper Ice Arena
292 Design Group

Page 2 Of 3
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ESTIMATE DATE:
PROJECT:
ARCHITECT:
DRAWING DATE: October 8, 2020

February 9, 2022
Casper Ice Arena
292 Design Group

SAC/WAC Fees $100,000 $2.97
Owner Furniture $10,000 $0.30
Owner Equipment $15,000 $0.45
Phone and Data $20,000 $0.59
Audio Visual $20,000 $0.59
Security Systems $20,000 $0.59
Scoreboards $50,000 $1.49
Zamboni $150,000 $4.46
Owner Moving Expense $0 $0.00
Owner Artwork and Signage $0 $0.00
Subtotal Owner Costs $385,000 $11.45

Design Fees
Arch. Design Fees 7% $731,753 $21.77
Subtotal Design Fees $731,753 $21.77

Contingency
Owner Contingency $0 $0.00
Subtotal Contingency $0 $0.00

Total Project Estimate $11,570,362 $344.17

Owner Costs

Page 3 Of 3
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Operations Analysis
Operations
The operations analysis represents a conservative approach to estimating expenses and revenues and was completed based on the 
best information available and a basic understanding of the project. Fees and charges utilized for this study reflect a philosophy 
designed to meet a reasonable cost recovery rate and future operations cost and are subject to review, change, and approval by the 
City of Casper. There is no guarantee that the expense and revenue projections outlined in the operations analysis will be met as there 
are many variables that affect such estimates that either cannot be accurately measured or are subject to change during the actual 
budgetary process or partnership. 

Expenditures
Expenditures have been formulated on the costs that were designated by Ballard*King and Associates to be included in the operating 
budget for the facility. The figures are based on the size of the center, current budget levels, the specific components of the facility, 
and the hours of operation. All expenses were calculated to the high side and the actual cost may be less based on the final design, 
operational philosophy, and programming considerations adopted by the facility. 

Casper Ice Rink – A second sheet of ice added to the existing Casper Ice Rink. 

Full-Time Staffing Levels
FY23 Budget Expansion - New Expenses Combined

FT Positions  

Recreation Supervisor  $ 74,436.00 

Benefits  $ 27,629.00   

Recreation Coordinator  $ 54,233.00 

Benefits   $ 23,079.00  

Total  $ 102,065.00  $ 77,312.00  $ 179,377.00 

Part-Time Staffing Levels
FY23 Budget Expansion - New Expenses Combined

NFT Wages (Operations) $ 123,000.00 $ 16,073.00 $ 139,073.00 

Benefits (FICA .0765%) $ 9,410.00 $ 1,230.00 $ 10,640.00 

Benefits (Workers Comp .0247%) $ 3,038.00 $ 397.00 $ 3,435.00 

Health Insurance $ 11,633.00 $ 0.00 $ 11,633.00 

NFT Wages (Classes) $ 13,000.00 $ 7,961.00 $ 20,961.00 

Benefits (FICA .0765%) $ 995.00 $ 609.00 $ 1,604.00 

Benefits (Workers Comp .0247%) $ 361.00 $ 197.00 $ 558.00 

Total Part-Time $ 161,437.00 $ 26,467.00 $ 187,904.00 
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Expense Summary
Category FY23 Budget $ Expansion - New Expenses $ Combined $

FT Staff           74,436        54,233     128,669 

FICA             5,694          4,149         9,843 

Retirement Contributions             6,975          5,082       12,057 

Workers Compensation             2,451          1,340         3,791 

Health Insurance           11,633        11,633       23,266 

Other Insurance                396             396            792 

Other Employee Compensation                480             480            960 

Sub-Total         102,065        77,312     179,377 

    

NFT Staff         136,000        24,034      160,034 

FICA           10,405          1,839        12,244

Workers Compensation             3,399             594         3,993

Health Insurance           11,633                  -         11,633 

Sub-Total         161,437        26,467     187,904 

    

General Supplies and Materials           15,500        12,000        27,500 

Custodial Supplies                500             500          1,000 

Electric           78,386        40,000      118,386 

Gas           10,000          5,000        15,000 

Gas/Fuel                600             600          1,200 

Technology Supplies                450                  -               450 

Maint/Repair (non contract)             1,000          1,000          2,000 

Uniforms                800             300          1,100 

Other Contractual           10,200          3,500        13,700 

Internal Services           57,950        15,000        72,950 

Training             1,500                  -           1,500 

Insurance           22,778        14,000        36,778 

Advertising / Promotion             1,000          1,000          2,000 

Over/Short                  70                  -                 70 

Dues / Subscriptions             4,100                  -            4,100 

Communication             1,100             500          1,600 

Water           15,500          6,180        21,680 

Sub-Total         221,434      122,580      344,014 

    

Concession Supplies           23,500        15,000        38,500 

Class Supplies             3,000          3,500          6,500 

Class Uniforms                500             300             800 

Sub-Total           27,000        18,800        45,800 

Grand Total  $       511,935  $    222,160  $    734,096
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Revenues
The following revenue projections were formulated from staff information on the specifics of the project and the demographics of the 
service area. Actual figures will vary based on the size and make-up of the components selected during final design, market stratification, 
philosophy of operation, fees and charges policy, and priority of use. All revenues were calculated conservatively as a result.

Revenue Summary
Category FY23 Budget $ Expansion - New Revenue $ Combined $

Fees

Admissions 51,000 $12,870 $63,870 

Service Fees 7,000 $2,500 $9,520 

User Fees 138,500 $109,200 $247,700 

Classes (School groups) 10,000 $390 $10,390 

Merchandise Sales (Pro Shop) 2,700 $1,500 $4,200 

Season Passes 9,500 $5,800 $15,300 

Rentals and Leases (Private 
Rentals, Non-Ice Exhibit)

21,000 $29,000 $50,000 

Birthday Parties (FY23 Under 
Rentals/Leases Revenue)

                      —  $3,130 $3,130 

Misc. Revenue (Advertising, 
Banner, Locker Rental)

5,000 $3,450 $8,450 

Concession 63,000 $24,500 $87,500 

Ice Arena Classes, Programs, 
Leagues

37,000 $23,810 $60,810 

Naming Rights     —   $25,000 $25,000 

Grand Total $344,700 $241,150 $585,870 

Expense-Revenue Comparison
 Category Existing Budget $ Expansion $ Combined $

Expense 511,936 222,160 734,096 

Revenue 344,700 241,170 585,870 

Cost Recovery 67% 109% 80%

Difference (City Subsidy) (167,236) 19,010 (148,226)

This operational pro-forma was completed based on the best information available and a basic understanding of the project. However, 
there is no guarantee that the expense and revenue projections outlined above will be met as there are many variables that affect such 
estimates that either cannot be accurately measured or are not consistent in their influence on the budgetary process.

Future years: Expenditures – Revenue Comparison: Operation expenditures are expected to increase by approximately 3% a year through 
the first 3 to 5 years of operation. Revenue growth is expected to increase by 4% to 8% a year through the first three years and then level 
off with only a slight growth (3% or less) the next two years. Expenses for the first year of operation should be slightly lower than projected 
with the facility being under warranty and new. Revenue growth in the first three years is attributed to increased market penetration and 
in the remaining years to continued population growth. In most recreation facilities, the first three years show tremendous growth from 
increasing the market share of patrons who use such facilities, but at the end of this time period revenue growth begins to flatten out. It is 
not uncommon to see the amount of tax support to balance the center budget increase as the facility ages.

completed
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Original Concept Plan: Upper Level
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Original Concept Plan: Main Level
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Tom Betti
292 Design Group
3533 E Lake Street
Minneapolis, MN 55406

Re: Casper Ice Arena

Dear Tom,

Total Project Estimate: $9,352,060

ALTERNATES:
No. 1: Thin brick veneer at exterior precast. Add $552,609
No. 2: Junior team facilites. Add $1,307,453
No. 3: Dryland training above junior team facilities. Add $789,207
No. 4: Thin brick at junior team facilities. Add $82,182
No. 5: Thin brick at dryland training area. Add $82,182

CLARIFICATIONS:
No. 1:

Sincerely,

Matt Manders
Estimator

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this estimate.  Our team is experienced and competent in your market; 
this applied knowledge will assist the team in obtaining the best possible project value.  Please feel free to contact 
RJM if you have any questions or need additional information.

October 8, 2020

RJM Construction is pleased to present an estimate for the Casper Ice Arena project located in Casper, Wyoming.  
Together with 292 Design,  we can work as a team to deliver the project goals of cost, schedule and quality.  Our 
estimate is based upon drawings dated April 28th, 2020. 

RJM has assumed utilizing an existing set of dasher boards.
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ESTIMATE DATE:
PROJECT:
ARCHITECT:
DRAWING DATE:

System $/System Base $/gsf
DESCRIPTION Qty Unit SF Estimate 33,618
Construction Costs
Footings and Foundations 33,618 SF $9.00 $302,562 $9.00
Structure 33,618 SF $19.00 $638,742 $19.00
Enclosure 27,225 SF $30.00 $816,750 $24.30
Roofing 33,618 SF $12.00 $403,416 $12.00
Interiors 33,618 SF $10.00 $336,180 $10.00
Recycled Plastic Bleacher System 1 LS $50,000.00 $50,000 $1.49
Conveying Systems 0 ST $0.00 $0 $0.00
Ice Rink System and Dasher Boards 1 LS $1,115,000.00 $1,115,000 $33.17
Fire Protection 33,618 SF $2.76 $92,682 $2.76
Plumbing 33,618 SF $10.00 $336,180 $10.00
HVAC 33,618 SF $17.00 $571,506 $17.00
Electrical 33,618 SF $16.00 $537,888 $16.00
Demolition/Building Tie-In 1 LS $100,000.00 $100,000 $2.97
Parking Stalls 40 ST $3,500.00 $140,000 $4.16
Soil Correction/Earthwork/Utilities 1 LS $1,000,000.00 $1,000,000 $29.75
General Conditions 10 MO $55,063.00 $550,630 $16.38
General Liability Insurance 1 LS $77,182 $2.30
Builders Risk Insurance 1 LS $19,646 $0.58
Building Permit 1 LS $77,410 $2.30
Sub Contractor Bonding 1 LS $56,515 $1.68
Subtotal Construction Costs $7,247,289 $215.58
Escalation 2.50% $181,182 $5.39
Design Contingency 4.00% $297,139 $8.84
Construction Contingency 5.00% $371,424 $11.05
Contractor's Fee 3.50% $283,396 $8.43

Total Construction Estimate $8,380,430 $249.28

Casper Ice Arena
292 Design Group
October 8, 2020

October 8, 2020

Page 2 Of 3
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ESTIMATE DATE:
PROJECT:
ARCHITECT:
DRAWING DATE:

Casper Ice Arena
292 Design Group
October 8, 2020

October 8, 2020

SAC/WAC Fees $100,000 $2.97
Owner Furniture $10,000 $0.30
Owner Equipment $15,000 $0.45
Phone and Data $20,000 $0.59
Audio Visual $20,000 $0.59
Security Systems $20,000 $0.59
Scoreboards $50,000 $1.49
Zamboni $150,000 $4.46
Owner Moving Expense $0 $0.00
Owner Artwork and Signage $0 $0.00
Subtotal Owner Costs $385,000 $11.45

Design Fees
Arch. Design Fees 7% $586,630 $17.45
Subtotal Design Fees $586,630 $17.45

Contingency
Owner Contingency $0 $0.00
Subtotal Contingency $0 $0.00

Total Project Estimate $9,352,060 $278.19

Owner Costs

Page 3 Of 3
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NFT Worksheets

Front Desk Attendant Days Time Total Hours Staff Days Total Hrs. Week

Friday 6pm-10pm 4 1 1 4

 Saturday 9am-9pm 12 1 1 12

 Sunday Noon-6pm 6 1 1 6

Total      22

Ice Arena Attendant (Zamboni Driver) Days Time Total Hours Staff Days Total Hrs. Week

 Friday 6pm-10pm 4 1 1 4

 Saturday 9am-9pm 12 1 1 12

 Sunday 8am-Noon 4 1 1 4

Total      22

Recreation Instructors  
(Learn to Skate)

Rate/Class Classes per Week Staff  Weeks  Total $ 

 $17.81 4 2 24     3,420 

Total         $ 3,420 
           

Recreation Instructors  
(Hockey)

Rate/Class Classes per Week Staff  Weeks  Total $ 

 $17.81 1 2 18     641 

Total     $ 641 

Adult Sports Official Rate/Game Games per Week Staff  Weeks  Total $ 

 $28.68 4 2 17     3,900 

Total          $ 3,900 
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Revenue Worksheets

Admission Fees Fees  $ Additional Weekly Number Revenue $ 

Public Skating 6.00 35            5,460 

Skate Rental 3.00 25            1,950 

Stick & Puck 7.00 20            3,640 

Open Figure Skating 7.00 10            1,820 

   x 26 weeks/year

Total Admission Fees           $ 12,870 
    

School Groups 3.00 5               390 

Service Fees (Skate Sharpening) 7.00 360               2,520 

Passes Fees $ Number Revenue $

Admission Passes 100 20            2,000 

Admission Passes - Youth 80 35            2,800 

Monthly Unlimited Passes 40 25            1,000 

Total  55           $ 5,800 

Ice Arena Programs Classes per Week  Fee $ Participants Sessions Total $

Learn-To-Skate 4 75 6 3       5,400 

Learn-To-Play Hockey 2 75 6 3       2,700 

Over 40 Adult Hockey 1 85 20 2       3,400 

"A" Adult Hockey League 1  150 20 2   6,000 

Private Lessons 2  35 1 13          910 

Youth 8U/10U In-House 
Hockey League

1  225 24 1   5,400 

Total       $ 23,810
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User Group Rentals Proposed Expansion Rates $ Number of Hrs. Weeks Total $

CAHC - Practice Travel 
Team Ice

             175 13 24         54,600 

CAHC - Jamboree / Youth 
Hockey Tournaments (2)

             175 12 2           4,200 

CAHC - Wold Camp 
Expansion Tournament

             175 12 1           2,100 

CAHC - Hockey State 
Tournament Bid

             175 12 1           2,100 

Figure Skating Club              175 2 24           8,400 

Curling Club              175 4 18         12,600 

Junior Hockey             175 6 24         25,200 

Total     $ 109,200 

Rental and Leases Proposed Expansion Rates $ Number of Hrs. Weeks Total $

Cutthroat Hockey Club 
Tournaments

             175 12 3           6,300 

Team Wyoming Hockey 
Club Tournaments

             175 12 3           6,300 

Adult Tournament              175 12 1           2,100 

Other Rentals              175 2 10           3,500 

Sub-Total         18,200 

Non-Ice Exhibit/Day 
Rental (Home Show, 
Homebrew Show)

          2,400 1 3           7,200 

Non-Ice Exhibit/Half Day 
(Wedding, Non-Profit 
Events, Craft Fair etc.)

          1,200 1 3           3,600 

Sub-Total         10,800 

Total       $  29,000 
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Demographic Summary

1From the 2000-2010 Census, the Immediate Service Area experienced a 9.6% increase in population
2From the 2000-2010 Census, the Primary Service Area experiences a 11.6% increase in population
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Age and Income: The median age and household income levels are compared with the national number as both of these factors are 
primary determiners of participation in recreation activities.  The lower the median age, the higher the participation rates are for most 
activities.  The level of participation also increases as the median income level goes up.

Table A- Median Age

Chart A- Median Age

The median age in the Primary Service Area is slightly lower than the Secondary Service Area, State of Wyoming, and the National 
number. A lower median age typically points to the presence of families with children.
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Map A- Median Age by County
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The following chart provides the number of households and percentage of households in the Primary and Secondary Service Area and 
State of Wyoming with children.

Table B- Households with Children

The information contained in Table-B helps further outline the presence of families with children.  As a point of comparison in the 2010 
Census, 33.4% of households nationally had children present. 
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Table B- Median Household Income

Chart B- Median Household Income
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Based on 2019 projections for median household income the following narrative describes the service area:

In the Primary Service Area, the percentage of households with median income over $50,000 per year is 58.7% compared to 59.0% on 
a national level.  Furthermore, the percentage of the households in the service area with median income less than $25,000 per year is 
16.9% compared to a level of 19.7% nationally.

In the Secondary Service Area, the percentage of households with median income over $50,000 per year is 58.3% compared to 59.0% 
on a national level.  Furthermore, the percentage of the households in the service area with median income less than $25,000 per year 
is 18.1%% compared to a level of 19.7% nationally.

While there is no perfect indicator of use of an indoor recreation facility, the percentage of households with more than $50,000 
median income is a key indicator.  Therefore, those numbers are significant and balanced with the overall cost of living. 

Chart C- Median Household Income Distribution
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Map C- Household Income by County
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In addition to looking at Median Age and Median Income, it is important to examine Household Budget Expenditures.  Reviewing 
housing information; shelter, utilities, fuel and public services along with entertainment & recreation can provide a snapshot into the 
cost of living and spending patterns in the services areas.  The table below looks at that information and compares the service areas.

Table D- Household Budget Expenditures3

SPI:    Spending Potential Index as compared to the National number of 100.
Average Amount Spent: The average amount spent per household.
Percent:   Percent of the total 100% of household expenditures.  
 
Note: Shelter along with Utilities, Fuel, Public Service are a portion of the Housing percentage.
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Table D- Household Budget Expenditures3

The consistency between the median household income and the household budget expenditures is important.  It also points to the 
fact that compared to a National level the dollars available, and that are being spent in the Primary and Secondary Service Area and 
State of Wyoming are lower.  This could point to the ability to pay for programs and services offered at a recreation facility of any 
variety.  

The total number of housing units in the Primary Service Area is 24,533 and 92.9% are occupied, or 22,791 housing units.  The total 
vacancy rate for the service area is 7.1%. Of the available units:

•For Rent  3.2%
•Rented, not Occupied 0.2%
•For Sale  1.2% 
•Sold, not Occupied 0.3% 
•For Seasonal Use 1.7% 
•Other Vacant  1.6%

The total number of housing units in the Secondary Service Area is 47,940 and 88.0% are occupied, or 42,182 housing units.  The total 
vacancy rate for the service area is 12.0%. Of the available units:

•For Rent   2.9%
•Rented, not Occupied  0.2%
•For Sale   1.2% 
•Sold, not Occupied  0.3% 
•For Seasonal Use  4.2% 
•Other Vacant   3.1%
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Recreation Expenditures Spending Potential Index: Finally, through the demographic provider that B*K utilizes for the market analysis 
portion of the report, we can examine the overall propensity for households to spend dollars on recreation activities.  The following 
comparisons are possible.

Table E- Recreation Expenditures Spending Potential Index

Average Amount Spent:  The average amount spent for the service or item in a year.
SPI:    Spending potential index as compared to the national number of 100.
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Chart E- Recreation Spending Potential Index

Again, there is a great deal on consistency between median household income, household budget expenditures and now recreation 
and spending potential.  
Map C- Entertainment Spending Potential Index by County
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Table F- 2019 Primary Service Area Age Distribution

Population: 2019 census estimates in the different age groups in the Primary Service Area.
% of Total:  Percentage of the Primary Service Area population in the age group.
National Population: Percentage of the national population in the age group.
Difference:  Percentage difference between the Primary Service Area population and the national population.

Chart F- 2019 Primary Service Area Age Distribution

The demographic makeup of Primary Service Area, when compared to the characteristics of the national population, indicates that 
there are some differences with a larger population in the age groups 0-5, 6-18, 25-44, 55-64 and 75+.  A smaller population in the 
18-24, 45-54 and 65-74 age groups.  The greatest positive variance is in the 25-44 age groups with +0.9%, while the greatest negative 
variance is in the 45-54 age group with -1.0%. 
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Table G- 2019 Secondary Service Area Age Distribution

Population: 2019 census estimates in the different age groups in the Secondary Service Area.
% of Total:  Percentage of the Secondary Service Area population in the age group.
National Population: Percentage of the national population in the age group.
Difference:  Percentage difference between the Secondary Service Area population and the national population.

Chart G- 2019 Secondary Service Area Age Distribution

The demographic makeup of Secondary Service Area, when compared to the characteristics of the national population, indicates that 
there are some differences with no changes in the 55-64 age group and a larger population in the 0-5, 6-17, 25-44, 55-64 and 65-74 
age groups.  A smaller population in the 18-24, 45-54 and 75+ age groups.  The greatest positive variance is in the 55-64 age groups 
with +0.9%, while the greatest negative variance is in the 18-24 age group with -1.2%. 
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Table H- 2019 Primary Service Area Population Estimates

Chart H- Primary Service Area Population Growth

Table-H illustrates the growth or decline in age group numbers from the 2010 census until the year 2024.  It is projected all age 
categories, except 18-24, will see an increase in population.  The population of the United States as a whole is aging, and it is 
not unusual to find negative growth numbers in the younger age groups and significant net gains in the 45 plus age groupings in 
communities which are relatively stable in their population numbers.
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Table I- 2019 Secondary Service Area Population Estimates

Chart I- Secondary Service Area Population Growth

Table-I illustrates the growth or decline in age group numbers from the 2010 census until the year 2024.  It is projected all age 
categories, except 18-24 and 45-54, will see an increase in population.  The population of the United States as a whole is aging, and 
it is not unusual to find negative growth numbers in the younger age groups and significant net gains in the 45 plus age groupings in 
communities which are relatively stable in their population numbers.
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Below is listed the distribution of the population by race and ethnicity for the Primary and Secondary Service Area for 2019 population 
projections.  Those numbers were developed from 2010 Census Data.

Table J- Primary Service Area Ethnic Population & Median Age 2019

Table K- Primary Service Area by Race & Median Age 2019

Chart J- 2019 Primary Service Area Population by Non-White Race
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Table L- Secondary Service Area Ethnic Population & Median Age 2019

Table M- Secondary Service Area by Race & Median Age 2019

Chart K- 2019 Secondary Service Area Population by Non-White Race
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Tapestry Segmentation
Tapestry segmentation represents the 4th generation of market 
segmentation systems that began 30 years ago.  The 65-segment 
Tapestry Segmentation system classifies U.S. neighborhoods 
based on their socioeconomic and demographic compositions.  
While the demographic landscape of the U.S. has changed 
significantly since the 2000 Census, the tapestry segmentation 
has remained stable as neighborhoods have evolved.

There is value including this information for the Casper.  The 
data assists the organization in understanding the consumers/
constituents in their service area and supply them with the right 
products and services.

The Tapestry segmentation system classifies U.S. neighborhoods 
into 65 unique market segments.  Neighborhoods are sorted by 
more than 60 attributes including; income, employment, home 
value, housing types, education, household composition, age 
and other key determinates of consumer behavior.

The following pages and tables outline the top 5 tapestry 
segments in each of the service areas and provide a brief 
description of each.  This information combined with the key 
indicators and demographic analysis of each service area help 
further describe the markets that the Secondary Service Area 
looks to serve with programs, services, and special events.    

For comparison purposes the following are the top 10 Tapestry 
segments, along with percentage in the United States:

1. Green Acres (6A) 3.2%
2. Southern Satellites (10A) 3.1%
3. Savvy Suburbanites (1D) 3.0%
4. Soccer Moms (4A) 2.9%
5. Middleburg (4C) 2.9%

15.1%

6. Salt of the Earth (6B) 2.9%
7. Up and Coming Families (7A) 2.5%
8. Midlife Constants (5E) 2.5%
9. Comfortable Empty Nesters (5A) 2.4%
10. Old and Newcomers (8F) 2.3%

12.6%
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Table N- Primary Service Area Tapestry Segment Comparison

Chart L- Primary Service Area Tapestry Segment Entertainment Spending

Old and Newcomers (8F) – Singles living on a budget. Just beginning careers or taking college/adult education classes.  Strong 
supporters of environmental organizations.  
In Style (5B) – This group embraces the urban lifestyle.  They are fully connected to digital devices and support the arts and charities/
causes.  Most do not have children.  Meticulous planners. 

Savvy Suburbanites (1D) – Families include empty nesters and those with adult children still at home. Make well-informed researched 
purchases. Well-educated that enjoy cultural and sporting events and being physically active. Invest heavily in sports gear and exercise 
equipment.  

Middleburg (4C) – This group is conservative and family-oriented.  A younger market that is growing.  Prefers to buy American for a 
good price. Participate in sports and outdoor activities.

Rustbelt Traditions (5D) – A large, stable market that is family oriented and values spending time at home. Most have lived, worked and 
played in the same place for years. Residents like convenience.
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Table O- Secondary Service Area Tapestry Segment Comparison

Chart M- Secondary Service Area Tapestry Segment Entertainment Spending

Enterprising Professionals (2D) – Well educated residents in STEM occupations.  Relatively young market that stays youthful by eating 
healthy, running and yoga.  Buy name brands and technology. Work long hours but likes to be active. Enjoy trips to the beach and 
museums. 

City Lights (8A) – A wide range of households, single, married with/without children, homeowners and renters.  Support an urban 
lifestyle, but save for the future.  Attuned to nature and the environment. These are health-conscious consumers

Urban Chic (2A) – Professionals living an exclusive lifestyle.  Environmentally aware and like to live “green.” Embrace city life with 
museums, arts, culture and sports. 

Bright Young Professionals (8C) – This is a large market with young well-educated professionals.  Physically active and up to date with 
technology.

Soccer Moms (4A) – An affluent family-oriented segment.  They have a hectic life chasing children.  Outdoor activities and sports are a 
way of life. 
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Demographic Summary
The following summarizes the demographic characteristics of the 
service area. 

•The population level of 59,589 people within the primary 
service is large enough to support an ice rink operation when 
overlaying NSGA participation statistics on to the demographic 
profile of the community.

•The population in the primary service area is projected to grow 
at a steady level of 2.9% over the next five years to a population 
level of 61,34517,766.     

•There is a higher percent of 0-5, 5-17 and 25-44 age groups 
in the primary service area than the national age group 
distribution. This suggests a strong presence of children and 
families in the primary service area. It should be noted that 
the 5-17 and 25-44 age groups are estimated to grow at or 
above the national level. The 0-5 age group will see growth but 
the percentage of increase is less than the national level. The 
percent of households with children in the primary service area 
is 31.6% compared to the national level of 33.4%. Age is one 
determining factor that drives participation in recreation and 
sport activities.    

•The median household income of $58,146 within the 
primary service area is slightly lower (3.9%) than the national 
level. Comparatively, the percent of households with income 
over $50,000 is 58.7% compared to a national level of 59%. 
Household income is another one of the primary determining 
factors that drives participation recreation and sports.   

•The Spending Potential Index for housing in the primary service 
area is 11% lower than the national level. 

•The Tapestry segments identified in the Primary Service Area 
point to an active community, which is also supported by the 
presence of other service providers.

•The median age of Primary Service is slightly younger (.6 years) 
than the National number.  

•The household income level of the primary service area is 
3.9% lower than the national level and the housing expenditure 
index is 11% lower than the national level. The lower level of 
household income is more than offset by the lower housing 
expenditures. This suggests that there is an adequate level of 
disposable income in the primary service area to support ice 
sports. 
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PROPERTY/SERVICE   FEE

ADULT TRADITIONAL BURIAL FEE 850$      
INDIGENT TRADITIONAL BURIAL FEE 200$      
INFANT BURIAL FEE 100$      
MOUSOLEUM ENTOMBMENT FEE 240$      
COLUMBARIUM NICHE INURNMENT FEE 225$      
CREMAINS BURIAL FEE 400$      
INDIGENT CREMAINS BURIAL FEE 100$      
ADDITIONAL CREMAINS FEE 100$      
CANOPY FEE 200$      
EVENING SURCHARGE (TRADITIONAL BURIALS) 200$      
EVENING SURCHARGE (INURNMENT, ENTOMBMENT, CREMAINS) 200$      
WEEKEND & HOLIDAY SURCHARGE (TRADITIONAL BURIALS) 400$      
WEEKEND & HOLIDAY SURCHARGE
(INURNMENT, ENTOMBMENT, CREMAINS)

300$      

ADULT TRADITIONAL-TIER 1 1,300$       
ADULT TRADITIONAL-TIER 2 1,150$       
ADULT TRADITIONAL-TIER 3 900$      
ADULT TRADITIONAL-TIER 4 650$      
INDIGENT TRADITIONAL 300$      
INFANT TRADITIONAL 100$      
MAUSOLEUM (PER 4 PLOTS)  $     3,000 
COLUMBARIUM NICHE - TOP TWO ROWS 1,300$       
COLUMBARIUM NICHE - THIRD ROW 800$      
COLUMBARIUM NICHE - FOURTH ROW 650$      
COLUMBARIUM NICHE - BOTTOM ROW 525$      
CREMAINS PLOT - TIER 1 800$      
CREMAINS PLOT - TIER 2 650$      
CREMAINS PLOT - TIER 3 525$      
CREMAINS PLOT - TIER 4 400$      
INDIGENT CREMAINS 200$      

ADULT TRADITIONAL 300$      

CREMAINS PLOT 225$      

RECORDING/CLERICAL FEE 60$      

RAISED MARKER (Up To 24") 50$      
RAISED MARKER (Oversized 24"+) 100$      

ADULT TRADITIONAL/INDIGENT TRADITIONAL/MAUSOLEUM
ADULT/INDIGENT/MAUSOLEUM DISENTERMENT 2,100$       
ADULT/INDIGENT/MAUSOLEUM REINTERMENT 700$      
INFANT DISINTERMENT 700$      
INFANT REINTERMENT 400$      
COLUMBARIUM DISINURNMENT 200$      
COLUMBARIUM REINURNMENT 200$      
CREMAINS DISINURNMENT 350$      
CREMAINS REINURNMENT 300$      

CREDIT CARD FEES 
INSCRIPTION FEE 25$      
DO - ADULT TRADITIONAL 650$      
DO - INDIGENT TRADITIONAL 200$      
DO - INFANT -$       
DO - COLUMBARIUM 150$      
DO - CREMAINS 300$      
DO - INDIGENT CREMAINS 100$      

ADDITIONAL FEES - CREDIT CARD (CC) & DROP-OFF (DO)

DISINTERMENT/REINTURMENT FEES

HIGHLAND CEMETERY RATES & FEES

BURIAL/INURNMENT FEES

PLOT/GRAVE/NICHE PURCHASE RATES

PERPETUAL CARE FEES (Assessed at Burial or Monument Setting 
for Property Purchased Before 2012 ONLY)

HEADSTONE PERMIT FEES
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